Sourcing cars
is a matter of trust

What makes us special
We distinguish ourselves with our competence in all things automotive
and our extensive experience in sourcing cars. We pay attention to even
the smallest of details and pride ourselves, with having an unique understanding of our clients individual needs. We can provide you with cars for
either long or short-term engagements that suit your exact specifications,
whether that includes brand, type, colour, engine or equipment.
When working with us, you benefit not just from the cars we provide
to your individual requirements, but also from our extensive network
and in-house logistics, as well as our organizational and coordination
capabilities which we are proud to provide with complete professional
discretion. We also continuously build upon our diverse know-how to
satisfy even the most stringent quality requirements.

What we do
Market research
Research & development
Product training
Road shows
Events/promotions
Film shoots
Photographic shoots
Car logistics

How can we support you?
Dennis Jarzombek
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Procuring cars . . .
. . . is a matter of trust. You have very specific requirements in terms of models, equipment
and extras that are relevant to your project. To fulfill your needs in the best possible way,
we work according to a structured operational plan:
Consultation for planned projects, inquiry analysis, provision of offers, answering
questions
Detailed analysis after order placement, mutual planning of necessary tasks, car
sourcing (individual or fleets)
Detailing, refitting tires/wheels, preparation of cars in our workshop or on site
We’d be more than happy to
outline each of our particular
services and how we can deal
with your specific needs in a
personal discussion.
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Organization and execution of car transport with our own fleet and/or with
experienced logistics providers
Professional, personal handovers with orientation if necessary. Quality control when
executing your project, careful returns, transparent damage documentation
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How we help our clients
Your needs are diverse – our solutions are as well. Use our experience gained
in similar projects throughout Europe and the world:

✓

Consultation before an offer is made, also in cases with exceptional specifications

✓

Consideration of all specific and solvable challenges

✓

Suggestions for fallback positions, even with tricky technical challenges such as those
presented by car electronics or multimedia

✓

Consideration of all available engines (gasoline, diesel, hybrid, LPG, fuel cell/hydrogen)

✓

Support on site for the duration of your entire project

✓

Procurement of individual or entire fleets of cars through our capable network of dealers,
importers and rental car providers (for rent, but also for sale)

✓
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A car isn’t available on the market in your desired configuration? Do you have special requirements,
such as debadging, draping or modified lights? We will suggest solutions and take care of high-quality
conversions and refitting.

Use of our JBCare services, such as sourcing parts, refueling on site, trickle chargers, route planning
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Glasswork

Preparing
cars to your
specifications

Interior

Window tinting

Manufacturer/brand
Neutralization (debadging)

Refitting, trim, lining

Exhaust
Modifications such as the
mounting of sensors for tests
and renewal after measurement
drives (such as R&D projects,
for example)

Bodywork
Color choice,
partial/complete
wrapping

Wheels
Procurement and fitting of
wheel-tire combinations
Brakes
Conversion to carbon
ceramic brakes
Multimedia
Chassis
Lights
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Conversion, modification/
deactivation of functions

Conversion to conventional
chassis

Installation of connectivity
solutions, function checks,
provision of all access data
for tests/presentations
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Particularly important for electric
motors: The right cables and
adapters for every application.

Attention to detail:
Preparing interiors
requires utmost
precision.
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Team communication is everything:
Detailed coordination before the
preparation of every car.

Going the extra mile:
To ‘shut down’ lighting
elements, we’ve often had
to remove entire units.

When it comes to comparisons:
We will source all competing models
with similar equipment/looks.

If a car runs out of steam:
Our JBCare services provide quick help
in case of a breakdown – even on site.
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Our expertise: perfection
under the toughest conditions
Since the day we founded our company, we’ve devoted all our expertise and passion to
sourcing cars in the desired specification and number for long and short-term engagements.
We are committed to our performance standards, which ensure that we will be able to continue
to meet complex requirements and growing demand in the future:

Individuality. Openness. Fairness and reliability.
Responsibility. Loyalty and discretion.
We know that one project is never the same as another. That’s why we’ve created JBCare,
with which we can offer quick and unconventional solutions even in exceptional situations.
Examples include a 24/7 hotline and immediate help in case of an accident, facilities to retain
charge with unconventional battery loads, refueling services far away from gas stations, car
handling, car care/detailing and the sourcing of replacement parts and consumables.
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Our service:
throughout Europe
and the world

Haan, Germany

Arjeplog, Sweden

Headquarter for car
sourcing and coordination
of car specifications

Logistics for car test
in winter conditions
Various universities, Germany
Cooperation and exchange of
experience with scientific partners

United Kingdom
Transport of prototypes and
provision of competitors cars
for European market research
Various test sites, Italy
Stuttgart, Germany

Barcelona, Spain

Branch with specific expertise for
clients in southern Germany

Cooperation with an event
agency in the organization of
an international automotive
presentation

Delivery of test cars and high
performance sports cars to
Balocco and Nardo

Andes, South America
Handling of air/sea freight while
considering legal provisions such as
International Maritime Organization
(IMO) certificates and customs
formalities under the ATA process
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International Circuit, Bahrain
Chapmans Peak Drive,
South Africa

Support and logistics for material
tests in desert conditions

Planning and logistics services
for a commercial film shoot
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Logistics and fleet
Regardless of what projects you’re planning, you always have to have the right cars at the
right place at the right time. That’s where our professional car logistics services come in.
As your partner for car sourcing we can also ensure frictionless delivery, collection and
support on side. Anywhere in Europe and the world.
We invest regularly into our modern fleet, which caters to a variety of needs: SUVs with
closed trailers, several transporters tailored to your individual requirements for the open
transport of 2 to 8 cars, articulated trucks with closed trailers for the discreet transport
of up to 6 cars. In addition to that, we work closely with well-known logistics providers
to also deliver higher volumes of cars on time and at attractive prices.
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At a glance
Our know-how and the quality of our
services are closely aligned with your
diverse and complex requirements.
Profit from our experience in:
Research and development: fuel consumption tests,
long-term tests, product development, tire testing,
NVH (Noise-Vibration-Harness) investigation,
acoustic measurement, endurance trials, benchmarking
Market research and car clinics, product presentation,
road shows, comparison drives, Product training,
film and photography, JBCare services
such as logistics throughout Europe and the world,
prototype transport and handling, car handling,
sourcing replacement parts and consumables,
discrete and transparent damage management
Get in touch with us.

HEADQUARTER
Rheinische Str. 17 | D-42781 Haan
E
P
F

info@jbcarconcept.de
+49 (0) 2129 / 33 19 730
+49 (0) 2129 / 33 19 733

STUTTGART Branch
Felix-Wankel-Straße 37
D-70794 Filderstadt-Bernhausen
E
P

stuttgart@jbcarconcept.de
+49 (0) 711 / 50 07 99 10

